RHODESIA EMERGENCY CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

DEMONSTRATIONS -

in support of NEGOTIATIONS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE AFRICAN MAJORITY

ONE MAN - ONE VOTE

NO INDEPENDENCE BEFORE MAJORITY RULE

SANCTIONS TO BE MAINTAINED AND STRENGTHENED UNTIL TRUE INDEPENDENCE IS WON

to be held outside the PFARCE COMMISSION HEARINGS -

- STANDARD HOUSE
  28 NORTHUMBERLAND AVENUE
  LONDON WC2

each day from MONDAY 20 MARCH to FRIDAY 24 MARCH and again on MONDAY 27 MARCH

from 10 AM - 4 PM

- JOIN US

For further information -

RECC

c/o AAM

89 Charlotte Street
London W1P 2DQ

01-580 5311
Write your own letter - or sign this declaration.
Deliver it in person, if you can. If not, post it
to the Rt Hon. Sir Alec Douglas Home MP
Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Downing Street
London SW1

NO AGREEMENT WITH SMITH

There is no basis for an agreement between the British
Government and the Smith regime. Smith stands condemned -

* as a rebel against the Crown
* as an enemy of the United Nations
* as the murderer of his fellow citizens
* as the ally of apartheid South Africa
* as the advocate of racist minority rule.

Any "agreement" with Smith is an agreement with the white 5%
of the population and means the indefinite postponement of
majority rule.

The British Government will be guilty of betraying the people
of Africa unless it stands firm on the following minimum
demands:

* No betrayal of Commonwealth principles
* South African occupation forces out now
* Political prisoners released now
* Negotiations only with representatives of the
  people of Zimbabwe
* No independence before majority rule.

We demand that HMG tighten sanctions against the illegal
Smith regime and explore the means whereby it can assist the
Rhodesian people in their struggle for liberation.

I support this statement.

__________________________    ________________________________
Address                                               Signature